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Founded in 1973 under the name Behaviorism, Behavior and Philosophy is a journal devoted to the 
philosophical, metaphysical, and methodological foundations of the study of behavior, brain, and mind. 
In addition to original articles, critical or historical reviews and responses to articles are also welcome. 
While we hope that everything we publish will be scientifically and philosophically sound, we insist 
above all on clarity and directness, respecting Francis Bacon's dictum that “truth will sooner come from 
error than confusion.” Every article should be accessible to an educated but unspecialized audience. 
 
A letter from the Editor: 
 

The Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies (CCBS), the authors, the referees, and I are 

pleased to offer Behavior and Philosophy. As many readers know, the journal was started 

by the late Willard Day of the University of Nevada-Reno as a forum for the critical 

discussion of issues pertaining to the contemporary practice of behaviorism. Many 

distinguished scholars have published, reviewed, and edited the journal. Those of us now 

working with the journal would like to continue Willard Day’s vision of publishing papers 

on ethics, epistemology, and conceptual reformulation and revision from the behaviorist 

point of view, as well as other topics of contemporary interest in the scientific and 

philosophical analysis of behavior. Book reviews are especially welcome. So also are 

letters to the editor regarding previously published articles or trends in the literature. As 

has been noted elsewhere, the function of journals is to promote scholarly inquiry by 

publishing articles and commentary, not to act as a gatekeeper. By promoting scholarly 

inquiry we move our disciplines forward.  

 

We look forward to working with all of you.  

J. Moore  

Editor 

 
 
 
Behavior and Philosophy Publication as an E-Journal 
 
Since 2000, as part of our electronic publishing initiative, the Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies 
publishes Behavior and Philosophy in two forms: electronic and paper. Instead of collecting a number of 
articles to fill a printed issue of the journal, each accepted article will be published immediately online at 



Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies, Inc. 

 

behavior.org. To ensure that articles are archived and available in libraries for those without internet 
access, articles published electronically during a calendar year will be collected, printed, and bound at 
year end as a traditional hard-copy journal issue.  In 2011, expanded access to Behavior & Philosophy is 
available through JSTOR, the not-for-profit archival service that makes scholarly publications more 
accessible to scholars and students.  
 
JSTOR:  http://www.jstor.org/action/showPublication?journalCode=behaphil 
 
 
For authors, article-by-article electronic publication means instant access to a wide audience and fewer 
constraints on length and graphic materials. For the publisher it means reduced costs and a shorter 
response time. 
 
Online articles in Behavior and Philosophy have the same status as their printed versions, with the same 
page and volume numbers, and may be cited in the same way. 
 
Although access to online articles will be free for a limited time, Cambridge Center journals are 
supported by subscriptions. You are encouraged to subscribe to Behavior and Philosophy to receive the 
printed versions along with your access to the electronic editions of the journals. You can order journals 
from our secure online web server at the CCBS Store. 
 

Support the Center by subscribing to CCBS Journals through the CCBS Store! 
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